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ABSTRACT
Thesystem of objectiveweathermapanaylsisused
attheJointSumericalWeatherPredictionUnit
is
described. It isanintegralpart
of theautomaticdataprocessingsystem,and
is designed tooperatewith
a
minimum of manual supervision.
The analysis method, based mainly on the method
of BergthBrssen and Diios,
is essentially a rnethomdof
applyingcorrectionsto
a firstguess field. Thecorrections are determinedfrom a
comparison of the data with the interpolated mlue of the guess field a t t h e observation point. For the analysis
of the heights of a pressure surface the reported wind
is taken into account in determining the lateral gradient
of thecorrectiontobeapplied.
A series of scans of the field is made,eachscanconsisting
of application of
corrections on a smaller lateral scale than during the previous scan.
very flexible, and has beenusedtoanalyzemanydifferenttypes
of variables. An
Theanalysissystemis
a directwindanalysis
is shown.
example of horizontaldirergencecomputedfrom

1. INTRODUCTION
The process of transfornling data from observat’lolls
at irregularly spaced points into data at the points
of
a regulwlyarrangedgridhasoften
been referredto
as “objectiveanalysis.”
An objectiveanalysis
scheme
must perform severalfunctions, namely, interpolation,
removal of data errors, smoothing, and, in most applications, should contain some method of iusuring internal
consistency.
The method of analysis originally suggested by Panofsky [9] and modified to the system described by GilChrist and Cressman [5], consisted of fitting some kind
of polynomialbyleast
syuwes tothedata.Further
efforts withthismethod
were described by Cressman
[4] and by Johnson [ 7 ] . This method,originally designed for areas of relatively dense and redundant data,
did not prove too practical for use over a hemispheric
area. Much of the hemispheric areais characterized
by a few widelyscatteredobservations,which
one desires to fit ,as elxactly as possible. The leastsquares
polynomial scheme tended to develop instabilities of a

certain type over such an area. Considerable effort was
necessary to controlthese(Cressman
[4]). Furthermore, t’he formation of thematrix elements andthe
matrixtriangularizationrequired
a t each grid point
involved considerable computation.
As a result of these
considerations, theJoint
NumericalWeatherPrediction (JNWP) Unit, after extensive trials of the abovementioned scheme, changed its analysis procedure t o the
one described in t.he following sections. The system
described below is based essentially on the general
method described byBergth6rssenand
DOOs [2] and
resembles to some extent the method recentlyreported
by Haug [GI.

2. PREPARATION OF THEDATA
One of the major problems in the practical application
of any objective analysis scheme is the problem of data
reli,ability and the detection and elimination of errors in
the data. For this reason, a sh& ‘descriptionof the data
preparation method follows.
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FIGURE
1.-The

J N W P grid.

D a h are received via teletypewriter from the Northern jectecl t.0a hydrostaticcheck and corrected where possible.
Hemisphere.Theteletypewriterreportsare
processed The erroneous data which cannotbe corrected are deleted.
automatically by an improved version of the automatic All wind soundings are checked for vertical consistency,
data processing system described by Bedient and Cress- wit,h the erroneous parts of thereportsbeing deleted.
man [l], using the JNWP Unit’s IBM 704 computer. The elements to be analyzed are then selected and sorted
During this process the temperature soundings are sub- into a geographical order.
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3. THE ANALYSIS SCHEME
The analysis schems has been designed to have a maximum of flexibility, and has been used for the analysis of
many different elements. The method consists essentiaaly
of using the reported data to make successive corrections
to aninitial
guess. Suitable smoothingroutines
are
interspersed.
of ,accuracywith
I n order to obtain the greatest amount
the least amount of comput.ation, it is essential that the
first guess be as accurate an approximation to the final
field as possible. Ta’ble 1 lists some of the various types
of analysis which have been performed together with the
first guess which was used. The choice of a first guess is in
some cases arbitrary, but caneasily be changed if a better
guess can be obtained by some other means. The use of
a forecast of any element as a first guess for the analysis
at a snbsequent time would involve complications from
boundary errors if the forecastand analysis grid were of
much smaller size than that shown in figure 1.
The analysis is then performed in a series of “scans”;
i.e., passes through the field. I n a given scan, the grid
points are consiclerelcl successively. The values of the first
guess of the element to be analyzed are corrected accordI n order to illustrate the coring to the reported data.
rection process, theanalysis of 500-mb. heights from
mixed wind and height data willbe considered.
If height only is reported
by an observing station, a
correction Chis computed for a nearby grid point, as given
by the relation
Ch= -WEh
(1)
’

FIGUKE
2.-Section of a plottedchart.
The twoleft-handdigits
are the thousandsandhundredsdigits
of the 5OO-nlb. height.
on a n eightpointscale
Thethirddigitisthewinddirection
( 0 = North), and the fourth digit is the mind speed in tens of
knots. 3liss,ing data are indicatedby X’s.

At this point a control on the. process is intraduced by where Eh is the error of the interpolated value of the first
guess field a t the location of the observation, and W is a
means of theproduction of aplottedchart.Here,the
wright,ing
fact’or given by
digits of highest significance are printed in their approximategeographicallocation
(JTitllin thenearest
grid
square). The grid currently used for analysis and forecasting is shown in figure 1. A section of theplotted
map is shown in figure 2. This plottedmap gives t,he
monitoring analyst a pict,ure of the data coverage. The I n the expression for 17, d is the distance between the
listing of each report on the map is also helpfol for sub- grid point and the observation, and N is the distance at
sequent monitoring of the automatic errorrejection proc- which W goes to zero (only positive values of W are
used). The curve of W vs. d is shown in figure 3. The
ess. The plotted map is quite cheap to obtain, requiring
10 seconds for the calculations and the preparation of the simplified form forW , as compared to that used by Bergtape, which is then used to print the map on the off-line th6rssen and Doos, 01’as compared to some suggestions
received, mas chosen in order to minimize the amount of
printer. The printing requires about
40 seconds.
computingrequired.
Theweightingfactor,
depending
on the distance d, must be computed #a verylarge number
TABLE1.-The
type of first guess w e d f o r each type of crnulgsis
of times in ea.ch scan, and the computation time must be
Field analyzed
First guess
kept short. Since N 2 is fixed for a given scan, the comI
putation of a value of W involves one each multiplication,
.~
..
_
.-...-..
12 hr forecast
500-mb. height.. ......._
850-mb. heieht. ._..._.__._...._......
C&rknt 500-mb. chart minusforecast 85(t5OO-mb.
subtraction,
addition, and division, and is economical.
thickness.
300-mb. height -.............. ....... Estimated 300-mb. chart obtained by vertical
I
f
both
a
height
and a wind are reported, a correction
extrapolation from 850 mb. and 500 ml).
700-mb. temperature- .......... ~
..~. 700-mb. temperature
estimate
obtained
by
C,
is
computed
for
a nearby grid point,, asgiven by
relabeling current 85&500nlb. thickness chart.

1

~

24-hr. forecast, if available, otherwise a constant
7Wmb. dewpoint depression......-.average value.
Y components of the wind ...... Geostrophic u and u components.
now in use at JNWP)
(All forecasts are from numerical models

u and

L
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to be P . A short series of tests with various values is
desirable in order to produce the best value of A for a
given typeof ,analysis.
I n a given scan, a correction is computed for each grid
point within radius hT of any reporting station.
The feature of this analysis scheme which differs most
from others referred to earlier is thata series of scans is
made using successively decreasingvalues of N . The
fact that the various
corrections(computed for a grid
point from data with thecircle of radius A') are averaged
(4) ) means that
to obtain a single correction (equation
-N
0
1+N
a type of smoothing has taken place over thiscircle. The
FIGURE
3.-Curve of theweightingfunction
W vs. distance d .
use of a series of scans with decreasing N values allows
Solid line refers to equation ( 2 ) . Dashed line refers to' recent
the analysis of a spectrum of scales. The largest value of
changesfor scan 4 (see text).
N used can be set to permit the correction of the largestscale errors in thefirst guess, while t.he smallest value sets
Where Do is the observed height ,at thelocation of the ob- a lower limit to the scale that can be analyzed.
The machine program has been written to permita
servation, u and v are the observed wind components in
large
flexibility in the number of scans a d in the size of
the II: and y directions at the same point, f is the Coriolis
the
values
of N . Table 2 shows the values used for 500parameter, g is the acceleration of gravity, rn is the map
mb.
analysis
up to this time. The size of the area conscale factor, A x and A y are the components of the map
sidered
during
the first scan is so large that heights only
distance from the observing point to the grid point, and
are
considered
during
this scan. On all subsequent scans
D, is the valueof the height at the grid point in the
first
both
heights
and
winds
are used.
guess. The factor h represents the average ratio of the
Quite
recently
it
has
been determined that a better
geostrophic to the actualwind, and is setat 1.08 (see [8] ) .
horizont.al
resolution
of
the
smaller-scale components of
This amounts to passing a plane in the
xya coordinates
the
500-mb.
height
field
can
be obtained by modification
through the observation, multiplying the increment beof
t,he
weighting
factor
used
during the last scan to a
tween this plane and the first guess of the pressure sur1.00
from
the
observation location out
constant
value
of
face by W , and adding the resultingincrement to the first
N
,
where
it,
becomes
zero. The d u e of
to
the
distm~cc:
guess.
N
for
the
fourth
scan
is
set.
at
1.00
gricl lengths. This
If only a windis reported,C;, is determined byequ at'.ion
revised
weighting
factor
is
indicated
by
the dashed
line
( 3 ) except that D ois then the height interpolated from
in
figure
3.
the first guess at the location of the observation.
Early t,rials with the analysis indicated that in anarea
N of the grid point under
All the data within the radius
where
the first guess was very poor, slight discontinuit.ies
consideration are considered. Each observation reporttended
to develop at a distance of 3 to 4 grid lengthsfrom
ing a height is used in the computation of a value of Ch7
an
isolated
observation; i.e., at the distance where the
and each ob'servation reporting a wind isused in computis rapiclly approaching zero. This was
weighting
factor
ing avalue of Go. Thus for a stationreportingboth
corrected
economically
by the introduction of a smoothing
height and wind there is a value of CILand a value of C,.
program.
This
program
makes passes of the field D
After the values of GF,and C, have been computed, the
using
the
smoothing
function
correction C to be applied is determined as a weighted
n=$u+&zn
(5)
mean ; i.e.,
n-here g D refers to the sum of the values of D at the
four nearest gricl points. During a 500-mb. analysis the
smoothing is~doneone time bet.ween scans 2 and 3 and
where r&h ,and n, are the numbers of CILand C , values one time between scans 3 and 4.
I n a n operational system where a forecast from a prerespectively, and A is a weighting factor. The factor A
vious
analysis is uselcl as a first gue'ss for the ne'xt analcan be regarded as the weight given to the lateral gradients of the first guess as compared to theobserved winds,
T.%I~I.E
2.--Valucs of N corresponding t o successive ac(lns.
which have a weight of one, and is given the value of 1/4.
Scan S o .
The value given to A naturally depends on the quality
N (grid
lengths)
of the lateral gradients of the first guess. For example,
4.75
l...."..."""
in the computation of 100-mb. analyses, the first guess is
3.60
z~......"""..
2.20~ ~ ~ ~
3
.
.
.
~
.
.
.
.
~
~
taken as thechartforthe
previoustime.Since
it is
1.80
4".""......"
desired to fit the observed winds quite closely, -4 is taken

'

,
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the
ysis, the above smoothing ha,s the additional function of TABLE3.-Mamimum permissible difference betzoeen data and
interpolated field values of the previous scan for 500 mb.
graduallyreducingthe
anlplitucle of smalle,r-scalesystems which continually remain in areas of very little or
Vector
Prior t o scan No.d%%e!
no data. This is believed to be a desirable attribute of
the system, sincethere is no known method of forecasting
Feet
Knots
which permitsanaccuratedescription
of small-scale
systems a number of days inadvance.
Since the 500-mb. height field is used as input to the
I
I
balance equation (Shuman [ 111) the conclusion of the
analysis is used ,as an opportunity to apply the restricafter each data listing. By the use of certain switches,
tion &,>-f / 2 , where is the geostrophic relative vortic- he can cause the listed data tobe rejected or retained and
ity.This
is done by making snccessioe modifications used, as he wishes. However, ordinarily all listed data
of theheight field untiltherequiredcriterion
exists. are rejected.
When applied at 500 mb. and at lower levels this usually
The use of successively decreasing error limits asshown
resultsin modific,ations of theheight field which are in table 3 represents a gradual tightening up of the error
smaller t"han the probable errors of the observat,ions. At tolerat,ion as the analysis is refined bysuccessive iterahigher levels this seems at t,imes to be an unre,nlistic cri- tions. Observations differing unreasonably from the first
teriontoapply,
since therequiredheight
changes can guess are rejected immediately before scan 1. .Observagreatly exceed the probable data errors.
tions differing excessively from their neighbors are reto the height field with
Finally, a smootl~ing is applied
jected later. As an average number, about
two or three
the use of a smoothing operat,or (Shuman [121) which reports are rejected during the course of a hemispheric
eliminatescomponents of waTelength of 2 grid units, analysis, in which 400 to 500 re,porting stat,ions are used.
while leaving those, of 5 or more, grid units wavelengtll Naturally, there are many more errors in the data than
pract.ically unchanged.
two or t,hree, but the majority are removed or corrected
The results are printedin two forms. First is the in the pre-analysis processing.
printed 500-mb. chart. Following this, a chart is printed
shon-ing the difference between the final result and the 5. OPERATIONALUSE OF THEANALYSIS PROGRAM
first guess. This lat,ter chart isuseful in monitoring, and
The total time required on the IBM 704 computer for
for detection of special errors and any unusual problems
a 500-mb. a,nalysis overthe grid of figure 1 avemges about
which may .arise.
15 minutes, with some variation depending on the amount
of
data received. Allmaps a,re printed onthe off-line
4. AUTOMATIC ERROR DETECTIONANDREMOVAL
printer, requiring the additional time of 3 minutes each
Errors of all sizes can still occur in the data fnrnished for the last two maps. The time required for the850-mb.
totheanalysisprogram.
The checks for verticaland
analysis is about the same. An analysis of dewpoint
internal consistency as well as the comparison of dupli- depression has been done 3 times meekly for experimental
cating reports made in the pre-analysis processing do not quantitativeprecipitationforecastsand
requiresonly
remove all errors. F o r example, there may be a partially
that fewer
about 9 minutes, since experience has shown
garbledreport whichwas too da.mage:ed to permitthe
it,eratitionsof thisanalysisare
required.Maps
of any
usual checks. The remaining data could contain an error. single field for the United States area require a total of
As mentioned earlier, it is nece.ssary to obtain an inter- 6 minutes, since this occupies only a small fraction of the
polated value of the height field of the previous scan or total grid area. The time of 6 minutes represents' almost
guess field at theloc8ationof an observation b'efore making an irreducible minimum with the present program due
thenextscan.
At the sametime aninterpolatedvalue
to the required overhead of sorting, tape handling,etc.
of the geostrophic wind is computed. Before each scan,
The 500-mb. analysis has been doneby computer at the
is made bet\ve,en theinterpolatedand
acomparison
JNWP Unit every 12 hours for ly2 years, starting in
reported winds and heights. If the difference exceeds a early ,lpril 1958. Since that time no ha,nd analyses have
is rejected a n d erased been made. The 850-mb. analysis has been done by comcertainvalue,thereportedvalue
from tzhememory of the conlputer. Thelimits setas
puter for over a year, starting in late summer of 1958.
rejection criteria are listed in table
3. As a last check The only manual int,erventions requiredcome in theform
the stations whose reports deviate from t,he final analysis of additional reports, sometimes synthetic, which are inby morethan 200 ft. or40 knots arelisted for the informa- troduced by the monitoring analyst.
tion of the monitoring amlyst.
F o r the 500-mb. analysis, the additional reports are of
When data areselected for rejection by t,he above proc- four types. The first represents a hand-editing of reess, the locabion of the reporting station is listed on the portsfrom non-reconnaissance aircraft. Thesereports,
printer, together with the type of rejection. If the mon- in so-called plain language, are ak the present time too
accuracy to be
itoring analystchooses, he can cause the computer to stop unsystematicinformanddoubtfulin

e,

I

I
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edited automatically. The second type represents a verticalextrapolation of surfacedatato 800 mb. This is
done occasionally in areas of surface but no upper air
data, especially when it is thought that a failure might
occur in the 12-hr. forecast because omf sudden cyclogenesis. The third type is entered in certain areas where the
data are .always received too late for current use (more
than 6% hr. after observation time). I n such areas selected pieces of the late data are modified by the 12-hr.
forecast and entered as current data on the next map.
The Siberian Arctic coast is one area where such steps
are necessary. Finally,therearealways
some reports
which are received too badly garbled for machine recognition. These are indicated on the monitoring list provided by theautomaticdata
processing program. I n
some of these cases, the monitoring analyst can retrieve
the 500-mb. d a h and enter themby hand.
For the 850-mb. analysis a number of surfaceship
reports are entered by hand for oceanic areas of sparse
upper air data. These ,are automatically extrapolated by
the computer to 850 mb. These must be entered by hand
due to the large frequency of errors in the ship position
reports, which makes automatic editing risky. I n principle one can handle this problem automatically by simulating the manual procedures; i.e., by keeping a running
log of several days on the position of the ships and by
correcting the erroneous position reports. However,
the
problem is complicated by the lack of identification of
many ships and by errors in the identificat,ion of others.
'Nevertheless, we plan to attempt to programa system of
this type before long.
It can be seen that most of the hand entering of data
is necessitated byimperfections of the meteorological
reporting and communication methods; i.e., by slow or inaccurate communications from remote areas and by illsnfficient checking information in the reports. I n time these
situationsmayimprove,
permit,ting increasedautomation.

6. GEOSTROPHIC ANDNON-GEOSTROPHIC
ANALYSIS

OCTOBER1959

and

where I$ is the height of the pressure surface and $j is the
stream function.
An analogo'usexperimentwasperformed
with the
analysis program described in this paper, with t.he use
of the following procedure:
(a) IJsing a 24-hour forecast as
f i r s t guess (for consistency with the other examples shown below) the 500mb. heightanalysis was madeusingheightsonly.
Reported winds were not considered.
(b)Equation (6) 11-as solved f o r astreamfunction
map, using the heights of ( a ) as input data.
(cj Using the stream furlct'ion map of (b) as first guess,
an analysis was made using only thereported
winds.
For this purpose equation (3) was changed to

C,=W

1
+o+-

[

m

(VAX-UAyj - # g

1

(8)

The symbols have the meanings given previously except
that +o and $jg are the stream functions of the first guess
a t the observation point and the grid point', respectively.
(cl) Given values of +, equation (6) was solved for the
height' field.
Insufficient analyses of this type have been done to
show any pronounced differences between nongeostrophic
and geostrophic analyses. Howeve;., it is pr6bable that
tlle inaccuracies arising in t,he solution of a Poisson equation over a large (1,077 point,s) grid make the accurate
representation of the, final heights of tlle pressure surface
extremely difficult. This concl1wion is supported bythe
examples giveni n the nextsection.

7. EXAMPLES

Several experiments were made. with the data for 0000
GJIT, August 20, 1989. F o r convenience in representaThe analysis scheme described above, when used for
tion,tlleanalyses
were confined to tlle area shown in
analysis of the heightof ,a pressure surface', neeldsa specifigure 4. I n order t o make the examples more interestfication of the relation between the mind and the height
ing, a 24-hour forecast was used as the first guess instead
gradient. I n equat'ion ( 3 ) , this is specified asbeing
of the usual 12-hour forecast. Analyses were conducted
essentially geostrophic. However, it is important to note
:
that this specification applies less and less strictly as one with the following variations
(
a
)
A
complete
500-mb.
analysis.
goes farther from an observing station, with the result
(b) An analysis using the reported heights
only and
that the final analysis is not necessarily very geost,rophic.
disregarding
the
reported
winds.
Thedeparturesfromgeostrophicwinds
shown inthe
(c) An analysisusingthereportedwinds
Only and
analysis can be considerable in an area of high observntion density where the reported winds and heights do not disregarding tlle reported heights.
( d ) A n analysis using the b8alance
equat.ion as thewind
agrea well with the geostrophic approximation.
law.
In [4] an analysisexperiment was described in which
Verifications of the analyses were made by computing
the wind relation used was given by the balance equation;
the
r.m.s. difference between thereportedheightsand
I.€?.,
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the heights interpolated from the
analyses to the locations of each observation. The interpolation was made
in the plane fit by least-squares to the four heights at the
corners of the grid square containing the observations.
The r.m.s. vector wind difference between re,ported winds
and geostrophic winds from the a ~ ~ a l y s ewas
s also computed for eachmap. The interpolationin t,he analysis
was madelinearly in each grid square. I n the case of
the non-geostrophic :tnalyses, the wind relation of equation (7) was used. The results are given in table 4. Figure 4 shows the height analysis obtained by item (2) in
table 4, together with the data used.
One of the most interesting results sllown in t8able4 is
the excellent quality of the analysis obtained when using
only the reported winds. I n a n analysis for winds olrly,
the meanheight over thearea is not, changed. If the
area analyzed is large enough that the mexn algebraic
height error of the first guess is very small, the lu$$lts
of the resulting analysis will be accurate. So far as this
example is representative, one could conclude that most
of the information regarding the 500-nlb. colltonrs in a
s ,Ileights
dense dataarea is contained i11 the J J - ~ I ~ ~tllr
L' t,'1011.
being relatively redundant inform'
Even in an area of dense data the results of tllis nnalof t l ~ efirst
ysis scheme 'are not completely independent
guess. Theslightly lowerheight ermr ohtninetl with
the 24-hour forecast as first guess as conlparecl wit11 tlle
12-hour forecast is probably att.ribntnble to the :tpp;tretlt3
diurnal v:~riat.ionsof the .',OO-nh.surf:rce.

8. DIRECT WINDANALYSIS
An analysis of the u.and

components of the mind can

be made by the above method by obtaining a first guess
of the components of the wind from a stretun fmlction

FIGURE
4.-Objective
analysis for a North Aniericansection
of
the map for 0000 GMT, August 20, 1959. The contours were
traced from theband-contouroutput
of the IB31 717 printer.

TABLE4.-Comparison of analyzed values and the data for experiments on August 20, 1959, 0000 GMT.
r.m.s.
height
error
(meters)

r.m.s.

wind
error
(meters/
sec.)

______
(1) 24-hr. forecast."

35.3
(2) height and windsused:
14.0
24-hr. forecastas 1st guess- ......-.
.~.
.... ........ ........
(3) heights only:
18.2
~ -.
....
... .._._....
~...
....
ZChr. forecastas 1st guess- -..
(4) winds only:
24-hr. forecastas 1st guess- ..- ..... .....~ . - ...."...~ . .14.6
. ~ ~
17. 8
( 5 ) non-geostrophic analysis-...- ~..
. .~.
.-.
.-.
.- ...~
........
(6) heights andwinds used:
..~~
_
._
....
-.."..__......._16.2
_ 12-hr.
forecast as 1st guess.. _ _
~

~.
.....-.
.... -.
.~.
~.
.~
.........~.
.. ....
~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

-

7.0 ,
5.2
6. 0
5.2
5.2
4.9

_______

map. Then by using the correction equation (1) and by
going through aseries of scans, as described earlier, a
separateanalysis of eachwindcomponentcan
beobtained. This adaptation of the analysisprogram was
made by Mr. A. Rneer and Capt. J. Neilon, US14F, of
tlle J N W P Unit, who made several such analyses. The
divergence field computed from one of these analyses is
shown in figwe 5.
Referring to figure 4, we can see that the divergence
believable
field of figure 5 is relatively smooth and has
magnitudesinareas of dense wind coverage. I n other
areas, the rnagnitudes seem suspiciously largefor 500
mb. in SL summersituation.
For example, the wind at
Churcl~ill,RIanitoba, seems to be considerably subgeostrophic on figure 4, and is largely responsible for the
re1atively strong convergence and divergencepatterns
west andeast
of that station. The
indicatedtothe
reality of this situation is 'difficult to estimate without
additional supporting data.
Variations in the analysis procedure
were tried, but did
not effect changes in the divergence of more than 20 percent. It is therefore co'11c1uded that the divergence pattern of figure 5, over tlle United States, is indicated by

FIGURE
6.-Horizontal

divergencecomputed from a directwind
field analysis. Values are in unitsof lo-' see.". Map for 500 mb.,
oo00 GMT, August 20,1959.
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the observed winds, and ‘does not depend very much on
thedetails of theanalysis procedure. Further studies
will be made of divergence patterns using this method of
analysis.

OCTOBER1959

detection and correction of thecommunication errors
directly on the circuits, since these account for the majority of the “erroneous” reports.
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9. THEPROBLEM

OF INTERNAL CONSISTENCY

The internal consistency required of an analysis system depends on theuse to ’be made of the analysis. Since
direct wind-field analysis over a large part of the hemisphere does not seem feasible with today’sdat.a,forecast models of the next few years will probably have to
use theheight field and it,sderivativesas input data.
A procedure suitablefor current,ly-used multi-levelmodels
has been to use the first two surf,aces analyzed in an extrapolationto theother levels(see Brown [3] ). This
extrapolation is used as the first, guess’, and is modified
only by reported data. However, this
me’thod still does
notinsure that the implied static stability
willeverywhere remain positive if the surfaces analyzed are close
together in the vertical. For this problem it is planned
to use a special program which makes thenecessary small
adjustments in the heights of the pressuresurfaces to
insure positive stab’ilities everywhere.

10. CONCLUSIONS
The analysis system described above has proven to be
a flexible, inexpensive, and satisfactory system for the
presentrequirements of numericalprediction,andhas
been in continuous operational use for over a year.
For moreadvancedprediction
models, particularly
those using the “primit,ive” equations of motion, the demands for internal consistency may exceed the capabilities of this system. Suggestions
for
more
elegant
methods of achieving internal consistency have been made
by Sasaki [lo].
The problem of automatic recognition and correction
or removal of erroneous data is a very urgent one. The
methods described in this paper have worked fairly well
in operational use. However, ,a much more satisfactory
solut,ion would involve improved methods
of automatic

The assistance of Mr. A. Kneer, U.S. Weather Bureau,
who programmed the initial sorting
and conversion of
data, and of Capt. J. Neilon, USAF, who programmed
theadaptionfordirectwind
analysis
is
gratefully
acknowledged.
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